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Mission

Empower

NFT market

 creators, collectors, 
investors and traders to 
achieve peak performance in 
the 



AI-based 
seamless

intuitive  
portfolio management

solutions and advanced 
trading tools offer users a  
and  approach to NFT

Dynamic re-balancing and AI-powered trading suggestions for 24/7.



NFT Market: Booming 
Accessibility, Expansive Growth

The revenue in the NFT market has nearly doubled in 
2023, and is expected to continue growing at a 18.55% 
CAGR to reach $3.16 billion by 2027.
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NFTs in the Real World: 
Expanding into Various 
Industries

From real estate deals and security certificates to ticketing 
solutions, carbon offsetting and even charitable endeavors, 
NFTs are revolutionizing traditional industries.

Statista.com

https://www.statista.com/outlook/dmo/fintech/digital-assets/nft/worldwide


Only 4% of the US population 
owns NFTs
The number of users has increased by 150% over the 
past three years, with the user penetration rate 
growth of 50%.
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Non-fungible tokens

$114,8
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One-click NFT 
portfolio 

AI-powered 
management

Maximize profit / minimize risk, get market data instantly 
and use NFTs as assets with AI

How it works

NFT Portfolio dashboard

NFT collections dashboard, data analysis, 

metrics, charts, financial data and 

transaction history
Accurate information 

at the right time

Custom notifications and trading 

signals in real time without the need 

for personal monitoring

AI suggests NFT

NFT investment recommendation 

and AI-based collection curation

The user indicates the preferences for the NFT portfolio 

parameters like the quantity, ROI and risk, cryptocurrency.

AI analyzes NFT marketplaces and provides a tailored-made 

portfolio suggestion available for the client to purchase.

The client has the flexibility to buy individual suggested 

NFTs, or one-click buy the entire portfolio.

The client saves hours of research time, while receiving 

a well-balanced  personalized portfolio of NFTs.



Get more and 
AI-based 

sell faster with 
FNFTs

AI fractionalizes NFTs to provide an opportunity to buy 
a piece of a popular NFT unavailable before.

How it works

The NFT holder provides the collection for AI to evaluate.

AI analyzes the NFT collection based on the key parameters.

The fNFT initiator receives a recommendation about the 

possible price of the NFT and the number of shares to split. 

The client confirms the parameters proposed by the AI and 

issues the fNFT.

NFT shares become available for purchase and automatically 

get listed within the marketplace.

AI-based NFT valuation

The AI algorithm provides a detailed price 

recommendation for the NFT creator, who 

can opt-in for lazy minting, essentially 

making it a pay-as-you-earn model.

AI-based NFT fractionalization

AI NFT fractionalization allows investors 

to buy a piece of a high-value NFT, 

reducing their risk and diversifying their 

portfolio.

Marketplace with high liquidity

Selling fractions of NFTs can help owners 

sell their assets faster and for a higher 

price.



AI-powered : 
More profit, less risk

trading tools

An AI order selects the best time, price to buy an NFT, to fix profit or loss 
per to the trading strategy and market data from multiple marketplaces.

How it works

A trader selects the position opening parameters for the  

NFT based on their strategy.

The trader specifies the position parameters T/P and S/L .

When the price reaches a specified threshold, the system 

puts the NFT up for purchase/sale.

When the order is executed, the trader fixes the profit.

Auto-convert & auto-withdrawal tools allow to collect the 

proceedings of NFT sales in a specified currency and wallet.

High-tech AI trading tools on the NFT market

Automated NFT trading system tracks the market dynamics 

and executes the strategies based on the selected preferences 

and market, limit and pending orders.

Professional trading tools

NFT futures and options allow to earn on the lucrative price 

fluctuations without the need for large sums of money and 

actually holding those assets.



Rent out NFTs NFT as a collateral

User selects 
NFT

User selects 
NFT

NFT returns 
to the owner

NFT returns 
to the owner

AI analysis + 
suggestions

AI analysis + 
proposal

User receives 
commission

User pays the 
principal + fees

User 
modifies and 

confirms

User selects 
terms and 
confirms

The AI model calculates the maximum loan amount and the best 

terms that can be issued to the borrower.

AI analyzes a wide range of data factors to assess the value of an 

NFT, including its rarity, popularity, and historical sales data.

Financial flexibility:  
against your NFTs

rent out or borrow



Advantages

AI-based NFT portfolio 
management

AI-powered advanced 
Trading tools

Multi-chain support - 
ETH, BNB, Polygon

NFT promotion 
module

NFT Derivatives NFT Loans AI-based fNFT NFT Rental Lazy minting

Utility token High-level security 24/7 Support White-label API



Competitor Analysis

Function

AI-based NFT portfolio 
management

AI-based fNFT

Multi chain support

Lazy minting

NFT as an Asset

Trading tools

Utility token

API



Settle your fees in 
for a discount up to 30%

SKY tokens 

To purchase NFTs on the platform

To receive discounts on AI-based solutions

To pay commissions and subscribe to marketplace services

To gain access to additional features by locking

To pay for the tokenization service

Customers receive an additional discount of up to 10% in 
the event of SKY locking in their personal account.



Token Allocation

30%

7%

6.6%

1.4%

13%

2%

15%

5%

13% 7%
Token name:

SKY
Total Supply:

1,000,000,000
Initial Price:

$0.03 
Fundraising:

$2,940,000.00 

IDO

2 mos cliff 16 mos vesting

Fundraising:  $420,000.00

SKY: 14,000,000

AI, development 

1 mos cliff 27 mos vesting

SKY: 300,000,000

Marketing

6 mos cliff 30 mos vesting

SKY: 130,000,000

Seed 70% off

12 mos cliff 36 mos vesting

Fundraising:  $630,000.00

SKY: 70,000,000

Pre-sale 50% off

7 mos cliff 30 mos vesting

Fundraising:  $990,000.00

SKY: 66,000,000

Private 40% off

5 mos cliff 24 mos vesting

Fundraising:  $900,000.00

SKY: 50,000,000

Listing & Liquidity

4 mos cliff 44 mos vesting

SKY: 150,000,000

Funds Reserve & Loyalty Program

5 mos cliff 43 mos vesting

SKY: 130,000,000

Team

36 mos cliff 24 mos vesting

SKY: 70,000,000

Advisors

24 mos cliff 36 mos vesting

SKY: 20,000,000



Roadmap

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

2024

 AI recommends NFTs to the 

portfoli

 API data aggregation and database 

upload from marketplace

 Lazy min





 STARKNET support

Buy NFT for SKY token with 

discoun

Pay comission in SKY toke

 AI based signals and notification

 AI based NFT fractionalizatio

 API for NFT price valuation provided 

by A



 BSC suppor

 Polygon support

Pay for subscription in SKY toke

 NFT renta

 AI smart-orders for TP/SL, limit, 

pendin

 AP

 NFT loan

 NFT future

 API for futures trading

 P&L for deal and portfoli

 Dashboard, metrics, infographic

 Operations history for NFT portfoli



 AI-based NFT valuatio

 ETH support

SKY token locking for advanced 

feature



Market Analysis

TAM

$1.6B
NFT art, NFT 

games and NFT 
Finance

SAM

$34.5M
Generated by the 
three largest NFT 

platforms in the last 
month

SOM

$20M
RWA, NFT Finance, 

and fNFTs could 
increase NFTsky 

market share



Revenue Streams

API 13%

Trading fees 33%

NFT Lending 7%

Liquidation fees 2%

NFT Renting 5%

Subscriptions

AI-based portfolio management 25%

AI-based trading tools 15%

API 13%

Fees

Trading fees 33%

NFT Lending 7%

NFT Renting 5%

Liquidation fees 2%

AI-based portfolio 
management 25%

AI-based trading 
tools 15%



NFTSky -  marketFuture of the NFT

One-click AI-powered NFT 
portfolio management

AI-powered algorithm automatically 

tracks the value of your NFTs, so you 

can stay up-to-date on their 

performance. The system also 

provides suggestions for rebalancing 

and trading, in accordance with the 

preferences specified.

AI-powered trading tools: 
More profit, less risk

Our AI-powered system aggregates 

the data from numerous 

marketplaces in real time, so you can 

always choose the best trading 

conditions. The AI also provides its 

own suggestions and market 

insights.

Tokenize Anything with 
fNFTs

fNFTs are a great way of increasing 

liquidity and profitability of your 

portfolio. Whether it is tokenization 

of real estate or an exclusive 

artwork, fNFTs allow to sell shares of 

the asset to multiple investors.



Mail:

info@nftsky.io

Website:

www.nftsky.io

At NFTSky we are excited about NFT 
technology and aim to create a new 
paradigm of digital assets trading

@nftskyg @nftskyio @nftskygroup @nftsky

https://twitter.com/NftskyG
https://t.me/NFTskyio
https://www.instagram.com/nftskygroup/
https://www.facebook.com/people/NFTsky
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